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Abstract 

In this pupcar, we propose U spaliul qwrv  languagt., 
called GSQL, to hurdle complex spatial olvects such us 
points, lines, rectangles, or polygons. To implemcvtt the 
ypatiul operutors such JS nearest, furthest, intersect, 
CO ver, adjacent-to, end-at, and distance. we present U 

two-phase query processing technique ionwt ing  of a 
filter phase urd a refinement phase. The filter phase i s  

h u e d  on spatial owe.$.\ methods. Howewr, the filter 
phase does not exactlv evtduate the query and yields U set 
of candtdate 0bJec.ts which muy Julfill the query 
condition. Therefore, the clindidate ObJeL'tS huve to be 
rrurnined in the rejinemenf phuse. This phase applie 5 

complex algorithms used in rhe field of computationul 
geometry to the original spatial object7 und detect F 

uxuctlv those objecls fhdlyjulfilling the quem condition 

1: Introduction 

It has been recognizcd that existing conventional 
dalabase management systems (DBMSs) are not suitablc 
to many non-traditional complex applications such as 
office information systems, geographic information 
systems, computer-aided design (CAD). and rule:; 
indexing in expert database systems [5] .  The underlying 
access methods. query languages, and data models of thr: 
conventional systems are designed to deal with only 
simple data types such as integer. real number, and string 
However, complex applications are basically required to 
handle spatial data such as points, lines, rectangles or 
polygons in multi-dimensional space. Therefore, first of' 
all, a spatial query language and a dynamic access 
method are necessary to support the fast retrieval of data 
items that correspond to some given spatial locations. 

Geographic database systems allow the manipulation. 
storage, retrieval, and analysis of spatial data as well as 
the display of data in the form of maps. In such a system. 
the database describes a collection of spatial objects over 
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a two-dimensional map. On a given map, the spatial 
objects may intersect, cover  (or is-covered&) other 
objects, and may be adjacenf to others. These kinds of 
relationship are termed spatial relationships, which are 
object oriented rather than attribute based. A spatial 
relationship such as intersect must be used to answer 
queries of the form "Which streecs intersect with the Main 
Street". 

To handle spatial relationships, we propose a 
Geographic Structured Query Language (GSQL), which 
is basically an extension t,o the Strwtured Query 
Language (SQL) [2] .  GSQL supports both alphanumeric 
and spatial predicates, As an example, the query "Find all 
theatres that are within a radius of I km of the 
Intercontinental Hotel in Seoul" includes the 
alphanumeric predicate, h . name = "Intercontinental",  
and the spatial predicate, dist:ance(h, t )  5 l h  This 
query can be expressed in GSQL as follows. 

SELECT t .name 
FROM THEATRE t ,  HOTEL h, STREET s 
AT Seoul 
ON THEATRE-MAP WITH LEGEND 

CHAR (t .name, s.name) 
WHERE h.name = " In te rcon t inen ta l "  

AND d i s t ance  ( t i ,  t )  i l k m .  

By the WITHLEGEND of ON clause, the result ofthe 
spatial query displays theatre and street names. The 
response time tor answering the queries of this form is 
dependent on the availability of data structures, e.g. 
indexes, defined over alphanumeric attributes and spatial 
attributes. 

Conventional database management systems are able 
to process alphanumeric selechon criteria efficiently, 
however, they are not well suited to the task of 
identifying a particular spatial relationship. Some sort of 
spatial indexing mechanism must be supported for fast 
retrieval of data items that correspond to some given 
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spatial locations. Without having appropriate spatial 
indexes, spatial locahty cannot be exploited by the query 
processing algorithm. In that case, every single stored 
object has to be evaluated against the query condition, 
leading to poor performance as the number of stored 
objects is increased. Therefore, one essential ingredient 
for efficient spatial query processing is a spatial access 
method to support the clustering of objects. 

In the past few years, many spatial access methods 
have been developed to provide the clustered organization 
of large sets of spatial objects on secondary storage. The 
simplest class of spatial objects managed by such access 
method is given by multi-dimensional point objects. The 
well known data structures in this class of access method 
include [3, 9, 12, 171. Furthermore, there are many 
techniques for extending multi-amensional point access 
methods to multi-dimensional spattal access methods for 
rectangles [l, 4, 11,181. 

Recently, several query processing systems based on 
the spatial access methods have been proposed [lo,  13, 
151. However, some of them [lo, 151 do not consider 
variant spatial query operators such as nearest,fut-thest, 
or distance, and some of them [13, 151 fail to handle 
compIex objects such as lines or polygons. In this paper, 
we handle complex objects including lines, rectangles, or 
polygons as well as points and support the spatial 
operators, neurest,furthesr, intersect, cover, adjucmt-to, 
end-at, and disiunce. For each type of object, lines and 
polygons consist of two end points and continuous lines, 
respectively. 

In geographic database systems, objects such as city, 
road, or lakes do not conform to any fixed shape. An 
initial approximation has to be used since it is also 
expensive to perform any spatial testing on their exact 
location and extent. Two well known methods. region 
decomposition and minimum bounding rectmglt*s 
(MBRs), are used to approximate irregularly shaped 
spatial objects. The region decomposition is best known 
with its associated structure called the quad-tree [161, 
which is a tessellation of an ob,ject into disjoint raster 
squares of the desired resolution. 

The minimum bounding rectangle is the smallest 
rectangle that encloses the object. While region 
decomposition is suitable for image processing, the MBR 
IS  widely used in spatial query processing. MBRs allow 
efficient spatial query processing by preserving the spatial 
identification and dynamically eliminating many potential 
intersection tests quickly. Two objects will not intersect if 
their MBRs do not intersect. This will reduce the cost 
since the test on the intersection of IWO polygons or a 
polygon and a sequence of line segments is expensive as 

compared to the test on the mtersection of two rectangles. 
The k-dimensional MBR is defined as 

where Iz is a closed bounded interval [a, b] describing the 
extent of the spatial object along dimension i. It can be 
easily defined by a single dimensional array of size 2k. 
Alternatively, the MBR of an object can be represented 
by its centroid and extension on each of the k directions. 
In this study, we use MBRs to approximate irregularly 
shaped spatial objects. 

The query processing of complex spatial objects has to 
proceed in a two-phase manner since a simple spatial 
object, MBR, just provides approximations of the objects. 
The first phase, calledfilter phase, reduces the entire set 
of objects to a subset of candidates using their spatial 
location. The filter phase is based on spatial access 
methods managing MBR objects. However, since MBR 
objects do not provide exact object representation, the 
filter phase does not exactly evaluate the query and yields 
a set of candidate objects which may fulfill the query 
condition. Therefore, the candidate objects have to be 
examined in the subsequent phase, called refinement 
phase. This phase applies complex algorithms used in the 
field of computational geometry to the original spatial 
objects and detects exactly those objects finally fulfilling 
the query condition. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 
Section 2 descnbes our spatial query language, GSQL, 
and the spatial operators supported by GSQL. Section 3 
presents our spatial access method, BR tree [SI. Section 4 
describes a two-phase query processing technique which 
consists of a filter phase and a refinement phase. Finally, 
conclusions appear in Section 5 .  

(Io, I,, .* 't  Ik-J,  

2: New spatial query language 

A database query language is an important part of a 
DBMS, enabling users to interact with the system. A 
query language must be simple to learn and to use in 
order to simplify the task of query formulation, and yet it 
must be powerful enough to be useful. This is also true 
for geographic databases since many users may not be 
skilled programmers. Therefore, ease in use is an 
important issue in designing an interface language to a 
geographic database system. 

Although existing languages like SQL, QUEL [71, and 
QBE [20] have gained recognition as powerful and useful 
languages, they do not efficiently support the type of 
operations that are required for spatial applications. 
Therefore, conventional query languages must be 
augmented. The GSQL is specifically designed for use in 
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a geographic database system, and is an extension to the 
SQL which provides spatial operators that may be used to 
express queries with both spatial and alphanumeric 
qualifications. The GSQL has the following construct: 

I Definitions 

SELECT list-of-at tributes 
FROM lis t-o f-re lati ons 
AT area-specification 

ON list-ofqicture 

WHERE qualification. 

WITHIN WINDOW (query-window) 

WITH LEGEND list-of-legends 

' Object A intersects object B if and only 
if two objects share a common point. 

I Object A is adjacent-tn object B if and 
only if they intersect, and every point 
of intersection is a boundary point of 
both objects. 
Object A covers object B if and only if 
every point of B is a point of A. 
Object A is covered-by object B if and 
only if every point of A is a point of B 

Object A ends at object B if and only if 
they intersect and every point of 
intersection is an extreme point of A. 

AT clause allows users to select an area of a spatir query. 
An area in the area-specif ication of the AT clause 
may be followed by WITHIN WINDOW (query-window) 
in order to reduce the search space of a spatial query. ON 
clause declares the spatial relation representing the 
picture of a spatial query in a given area. WITH LEGEND 
clause provides legend and overlay. The feature allows 
display of information from two separate maps that are 
referring to the same geographical area. WHERE clause 
allows users to express both alphanumeric and spatial 
qualifications. As an example, the query "Find all theatres 
that are within a radm of 1 km of the Intercontinental 
Hotel in Seoul" requires alphanumeric operators, = or <, 
and a spatial operator, distance which limits the search 
space to a specified distance from a given object, which 
in this case is the Intercontinental Hotel. 

The operators supported by GSQL are listed in Table 
1. Note that some operators. e.g. intersect, adjacent-to, 
and join, are commutative, but others, e.g. cover ,  
is-covered-by, and end-at, are not commutative, i.e. 
object A intersects object B * object B intersects object 
A, but object A covers object B .;k object B covers object 
A. 

The GSQL language assumes a scheme for the 
underlying relational database which guarantees that all 
alphanumeric infomation about objects of a particular 
entity class, e.g. road, mountain, theatre, and city, will be 
stored in a relation defiied for that purpose and that each 
such relation holds information about objects of only one 
entity class. Consequently, a relation name can be used to 
identify the type of an operand, i.e. geographic entity 
class, in a spatial expression. The implementation of user 
interface is performed by Motif and X library of X 
window system Release 4 [ 191 on a TGstation SDT-200 
Workstation running on SunOS Release 4.1.1. 

3: Geographic index structure 

In geographic database systems, the database describes 

Table 1 Spatial operators supported by GSQL 

" 
intersect 

~ 

adjacent-to 

is-covered-by 

end-at 

only if every point of A is a point of B 

intersection points are extreme points. 

distance 

~~ 

nearest 

~~ 

Object B exists within the distance of 
X units of object A if and only if every 
point of B is a point of the extended 
virtual object of A, which is obtained 
by extending out the boundary of 
object A by X. 
Object B is nearest to object A if and 
only if, for all objects that are of 
interest, no other object is closer to A 
than B. 

furthest Object B is furthest from object A if 
and only if, for all objects &at are of 
interest, no other object is further from 
A than B. 

a collection of data objects over a particular multi- 
&mensional space. Efficient query processing relies upon 
auxiliary data structures used to support spatial indexing 
of these objects. The underlying data structure must 
provide efficient spatial operations, such as locating the 
neighbors of an object and identtfying objects in defined 
query region. In this section, we describe our spatial 
access method, BR tree [ t i ] ,  briefly. 

The BR tree is our data structure for spatial indexing 
based on the z-trunsform [ 141. In n-dimensional space, 
one point is represented by n coordinate values, i.e. n 
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hinary strings. For example, (6, 3, 7) represents a point in 
3-dimensional space. 2-transfonn is the function that 
transforms an n-dimensional (n22) point into an one- 
dimensional point, called z-value. Z-value is obtained by 
extracting the first bit from each binary string and then 
enumerating these extracted bits, and then extracting the 
\econd bit, and so on. For example, if one point is ti 

binary strings like (b,,bL2 ... b,,, b2,$,. . b2k, ..., bnlbnz.. 
tillk), where b,, is the j bit of i dimension,  u value 
becomes b,,b,, -.. b,,b,,b,, ... bu2 ...... b,kb:!k... br,. 

Z-translonned subspace, we call z-area, is represented 
by its z-value. The 7-value for the z-area is constructed by 
interleaving the bits of each dimension, which describe\ 
the range of values covered by the 2-area, bit bv bit 
Assume that the horizontal and vertical axes of ;I 2- 
dimensional space are X and Y, re\pectively. Suppose 
that the range:, of X and Y values covered by the Y-area 
,ire described by (4 5 X 5 5 ,  0 I Y 5 311. In binary, thesc. 
ranges are (U0 2 X 5 U1,QOO I: Y 5 011). The 7-area 14 

cxpressed by the common prefix of each range: (10, Op 
When the pretix value ot X begins Brst, interleaving thew 
hits yields a z-value of 100. 

In a BR tree, each z-area corresponds to one disk 
hlock. When we represent a set of z-areas by one 
dimensional m a y  named r, each 1-bit entry of amy  r 
drould be changed to the address of disk block in order to 
index disk blocks. I f  the address of dllsk block 0. i t' 

null, this means that the partition does not exist. When thr- 
index itself is stored in clisk and the size of one disk block 
I S  fixed, in order to insert many objects of real space, 
more than onc disk block can be requrrcd. If these tilocks 

stored in conmilous blocks, search operation bel *ome\ 
poor by sequentul scarch. Therefore, in order to rc trievc 
indices stored in more than one disk block effectivcly, a i l  

rridex structure of tree form IS required. 
In a BR tree, data objects are stcxed at leaf nodes, and 

the subregions in the children nodes ill% stored at non-leaf 
iiodes. An example set ot data rectangles and I I \  

cwresponding BR tree are shown in  Fig. 1 and I ' q .  2 .  
respectively. 

Fig. 1. Rectangles organized Fig. 2. A BR tree for the 
according to a BR tree rectangles of f ig.  7 

The branching factor is assumed to be 4. In the 
Figures, for instance, the spatial objects A and B are the 
2-dimensional rectangles intersected or included in the 
z-area whose z-value is 01. The second entry in the non- 
lcaf node indicates the block address of the leaf node 
containing the objects A and B. 

Each Eeuf node in a BK tree contains index record 
entries of the form: 

(Oict, R).  
where Oid is an object identifier which is used to refer to 
an object and R represents the boundary of the objects. 
For the object B in Fig. 2, Oid is the pointer to the disk 
hlock containing the ob,ject, and R is the values of 
coordinates enclosing Lhe object. Each non-leuf node 
contains entries of the form: 

where each cp ,  is a pointer to a child node. Let M be the 
maximum number of entries in a non-leaf node. The BR 
tree satisfies [he lbllowing properties. 

(CP,. C P > ,  .-., Cy,), 

I .  
", 
Y. 

3. 

4. 

The root node ha4 between 2 and M children. 
Every non-leu\ node ha4 between 1 arid M children 
unless it is the root. 
Every 1eu.f nodti contains between 0 and 
,W((p+2nd)/p),  index records, where p IS the size of 
pointer, n IS thc number c)f dimension, and d is the size 
of each element in the values of coordinates. 
Non-leufnode is not necessarily the smallest rectangle 
that spalrally contans the rectangles in the child node 
because the pointer values in each node represent the 
location of a region. For the f is t  entry of non-leaf 
node in  Fig. 2, the first 0 and the second 0 denote the 
lefl and low side of partitioned space. respectively. 
The null pointer in ncn-leal riotle means that a 
partition does trot exist. 

4: Two-phase spatial query processing 

Conventional data models are not particularly suitable 
lor spatial applications because they do not efficiently 
\upport the type of operations that are required for spatial 
applications. Although GSQL does not attempt to cover 
all possible operations, i t  supports most of the 
fundamental operators. In this section, we describe the 
approach to implement cach operator supported by 
GSQL. 

4.1: Our approach to handler spatial operators 

To implement the spatial operators supported by 
GSQL, we used the following approach. In the query 
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proce%ing algorithin. yut’r$ objrc t is the ccI of each end 
point of given object and {iu -r?fjiicture i \  the geogaphrc 
entity class of the &patid oblect to be piocessed. The 
input parameter of Filtering phase, rect-query-objecr, is 
the minimum bounding rectangle (MBR) of the 
querv-object. The MBR is the smallest rectangle that 
encloses the query-object 

Query Processing( qrier\~-ol~~ec.t, list.-( dj7ictur e )  

QP I Collecled-object-li\t = Collecting( h t .  ofgicfurr.): 
QP2 Ritered-object-list = Filtermg(recr-que ry_ohrecf, 

QP3. Refined-object-list = Refining(qurrv_~)l~eer. 

QP4. Ketum(Refined_ object list) 

Collected-object-list); 

Fi 1 tered-c tbj ec t-- lis 1) 

Step I collects the spat tal objects corresponding to th; 
l i s t  - s f q i c t i r e  ot the ON clause in GSQL and creates 
the spatlal index structure. BR tree, for the objects. Step 2 
prunes the search space by meam of using BR tree index 
struclure aid other filtering algorithms to reduce \earth 
tiinc. Step 3 perform4 a qatial query operdlion for thc 
objects filtered in step 2 .  Rniilly, step 4 returns processed 
objects to callmg procedure. 

4.2: Filter phme 

In  this section, wc demibe filtcnng irrethods of thv 
spatial operators, neur est, furthe s i .  inttv-.se,.r. covt’1, arid 
divtanc,e, to prune the search \pace. In a spatid databast 
\y\tem, object4 such as city, road, and Lake do not 
coniorin to any fixed shape It I \  expcnsivc to perform 
any spiitial testing, e.g ~ r i f ~ ~ ~ ~ c t i o n  and dcrtunce, on their 
exact location and rstent ;md therefore, wme initiaf 
approximation IS used. In IJW filter phase, minimum 
bonding rectangles IMBRs) arc used to ,ipprouimatr 
irregularly shaped spatial object\. 

4.2.1: Nearest filtering and furthest filtering: hi t h i b  

\ection, we describe the filtering :ilgorithms of the cpatid 
operators, neare4t and furlhe\t, in detail. An cxample ol 
the nearest filtering is \how 11 in Fry 3. 

Input: A coordiiiate v.duc t ) f  A g~ie i i  point P 

Output: A rectangular ctbJL’cl existing in the neare\t 
distance from thc point F’ 

NF1. Select a candidate object that has the nearest 
distance between X value of the point P and two X 
value(Xnun and X,,,,) of each object. Let XN-abject 
be the candidate object. [n Fig. 3, XN_-objecr is C.  

NF2. Let XN-length(XN-object) be the furthest distance 
between the point P and X N - o b j e c t  and 
XN-length(0;) be the nearest. distance between the 
point P *and an object 0;. 

NF3. In case that XN_lengrh(Oi) is longer than 
XN_lengrh(XN_objecf), if‘ the object OL does not 
cover the poinl Y then deletes it, e.g. A and Fin Fig. 
3, otherwise does not delete it, e.g. G in Fig. 3. 

NF4. Select a candidate object that has the nearest 
distance between Y value of the point P and two Y 
value(Ynu,, and Y,,J of each object. L,et YN-object 
be the candidate ob,ject. In Fig. 3, YN-object is B. 

NF5. Let YN-.length(YN-~)bjec.t) be the furthest distance 
between the point P and Y N - o b j e c t  and 
YN-length( 0,) be the nearest distance between the 
point P and an object 0,. 

NF6. In casc that YN-lrngth(Ol) is longer than 
YN_length(YN_abject), if the object Oi does 
not cover the point P then deletes it, e.g. E in Fig. 3, 
otherwise does not delete it. e.g. G in Fzg. 3. 

NF7. Retum the remaining objects, e.g. B, C, D, and G in 
Fig. 3. 

Fig. 3. The filtering of the nearest and furthest 

Furthest Filter(l’(X, Y)) 

Input: A coordinale value ot ;I g i w i  point P 

Output: A rectangular object existing 111 the furthest 
distance lrom the point P 

FFI. Select a candidate object that has the furthest 
distance between X value of’ the point P and two X 
value(Xn,,, and Xn,J of each object. Let XF-objecr 
be the candidate object. In Fig. 3, XF-object is A. 
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FF2. Let XF-fengrh(XF-objecr) be the nearest distance 
between the point P and X F - o b j e c t  and 
XF-length(Oi) be the furthest distance between the 
point P and an object 0,. 

FF3. If XF-lengtla(Ol) is shorter than XF-length 
(XF-object) then deletes it, e.g. B, C, D, E, and G in 
Fig. 3, otherwise does not delete it, e.g. F in Fig. 3. 

W4. Select a candidate object that has the furthest 
&stance between Y value of the point P and two k' 
valueem" and YmJ of each object. Let YF-object 
be the candidate object. In Fig. 3, YF-ubject is F. 

FF5. Let YF-Zength(YF-object) be the nearest distance 
between the point P and Y F - o b j e c t  and 
YFJengrh(0) be the furthest distance between 
the point P and an object 0, 

FF6. IfYFJength(0,) is shorter than YF-lengrh 
( Y F - o b j e c t ) ,  then deletes it, e.g. A in Fig.3, 
otherwise does not delete it. 

FF7. Return the remaining objects, e.g. F m Fig. 3. 
.- 

4.2.2: Intersect filtering and cover filtering: In this 
\ection, we describe the filtering algorithms of the spatial 
operators, intersect and cover, in detail. In the intersect 
filter algorithm, M is used to denote the maximum 
number of entries in a tree and ROO?' is used to denote 
the root node of a tree. The range bits of a z-area are 
defined as the bits represented for the z-area containing 
each given dimensional area. For example, the range bits 
ol' a z-area (QQlOlOll - Q Q l l O l O l )  are 001. The range bit 
length is the length of range bits and maximum range bil 
length is the maximum value among the range bit length 
of each dimension. The intersect algorithm and search 
algorithm are used to find the object blocks covering or 
overlapping with the boundaries of B query window and 
the objects covering or overlapping with the boundanes 
of the query window in the object blocks, respectively. 

Intersect Filter (ROOT, l) 

Input: A BR tree rooted at node R O O T  and a query 
window I = (io, I,, ..., I,.,), where Zi denotes the 
range of i"' dimension. 

Output: All objects overlapping with 1 

IF1. If R O O T  is an object block, return all objects 
overlapping with I. 

IF2. Let RBL be the range bit length and M B  he the 
maximum range bit length. Return all the objects 
that overlap with I in Search (ROOT, 0, MB, 0, n, 

RB, RBL, I, M). 

In the search algorithm, the search space is compared 
with the range bits of each dmension, reducing the search 
space to 1/2. If the length of range bits in one dimension 
D, is shorter than that of range bits in another dimension 
D2, 0 and 1 are added to range bits in D ,  alternately so 
that the length of range bit in D, is the same as that of 
range bits in D,.  The range bits are retrieved from the 
starting bit position to maximum range bit length. The 
search algorithm is then called recursively until a leaf 
node is found. The lower and upper bound of a node 
indicate the minimum and maximum entry containing the 
object blocks covering or overlapping with a query 
window in each non-leaf node. 

Search (NODE, BP, MB, D, ND, RB, RBL, Lb, Ub) 

Input: NODE is the node of a tree, BP is the starting bit 
position of a range bit, D is a dimension, ND is the 
number of dimension, Lb is the lower bound of 
NODE and IJb is the upper bound of NODE. 

Output: All object blocks overlapping with the region 
from BPIh lo MB" range bit, beginning with D f h  
dimension in the search space from NODE[Lbl to 
NODE[Ub]. 

SI.  Initialize i to BP andj  to D .  Do steps R2 through R5 
for each i(bit position) andj(dmension). 

S2. If bit of J f h  dunension is 0, then the search space 
lies from Lb to [(Lb + Ub)L?, otherwise it lies from 
r(Lb + U b E  7 to Ub. 

S3. If current bit position i ofJ" dimension is greater than 
the range bit length of i then call Search algorithm 
for the search space (Lb, Mid) and do for the space 
(Mid, Ub), where Mid is (Lb + Ub)/2. 

S4. In case that the partitioned region of NODE is bigger 
than that of a query window, if NODE is object block 
then return the block, otherwise change current node 
to the child node poinkd by NODE[LbJ. 

S5.  In case that the partitioned region of NODE is 
smaller than that of a query window, if the current bit 
position exceeds MB, return all object blocks pointed 
from Lb to 1% of NODE. 

For the query window Q to intersect with an object 0, 

QX,, I OX- and QX- 2 OXmn and 
the following condition must be satisfied: 
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QY,, I Or,- and QY,, 2 OY-. 
The cover filter algorithm is equal to the intersect filter 

algorithm except for the query window Q to cover an 
object 0, the following condition must be satisfied: 

QX, I OXmn and QY, 2 OX,, and 
QY, SOYmn and QY,, 2 OY,,. 

4.2.3: Distance filtering: A distance filtering is required 
for the query "Find all theatres that are within a radius of 
1 km of the Intercontinental Hotel". In the query, let P be 
the coordinate value of the Intercontinental Hotel. The 
distance filter algorithm is equal to the intersect filter 
algorithm in Section 4.2.2, where a query window is the 
extended virtual object of P, which is obtained by 
extending out the point P by 1 km. An example set of 
objects for a distance filtering is shown in Fig. 4.  In Fig. 
4, for the query "Find all lakes that are within a radius of 
1 km of the Intercontinental Hotel", the query window of 
the point P (the Intercontinental Hotel) is Q and the 
output objects after the distance filtering is performed arc 
B andD. 

Fig. 4. An example of distance filtering 

4.3: Refinement phase 

In this section, we describe refining methods of the 
spatial operators, neurest,furthest, intersect, and cover. 

4.3.1: Nearest refinement and furthest refinement: 
Most complex spatial objects such as box or polygon are 
made by a set of several line segments. The distance 
between a given point and an object is the nearest 
distance among the nearest distances between the point 
and each line segment consisting the object. The nearest 
distance D between a given point P and a line segment 
connecting two pints, P, and P,, is as follows (See Fig. 5 
and Fig. 6.). 

Let d,, d,, and d12 be the distance between P and P,, P 
and P,, and P ,  and P,respecuvely, and d be the distance 
between P and the intersection point which P makes a 
right angle with line connecting two points. P,  and P 2 .  
When the intersection point exis& if d,; 2 4' + d,: then 

D is d2, and if d i  2 d t  + d,: then D is d,, otherwise D is 
d, where dZ = d12-  ((d,' - d,' + d, ,2)  / 2d J 2 .  When the 4 intersection point does not exist, if d,' 2 d, + dI; then D 
is d,, and if d; 2 dlz + dl; then D is d,. For example, in 
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, D is d and d,, respectively. 

P P 

Fig. 5. Nearest refinement Fig. 6. Nearest refinement 
when intersection point when intersection point 
exist does not exist 

4.3.2: Intersect refinement: Let I,, and Z34 be the lines 
connecting two points, P1(xl, Y J  and Pz(x2, Y,), P3(x3, yJ 
and P,(X,$ y,), respectively. The X value of an intersection 
point of I , ,  and I,, is as follows. 

In the equation (l), the range of X must satisfy the 
following condition to have an intersection point between 
the lines I,, and I,, ( S e e  Fig. 7.). 

(mI2 f m,) and (X, I X  IX,)  and ( X ,  I X  SX,) 

x = (m,t", - "3#3 + Y.7 - v,) 1 (9, - mJ (1) 

Fig. 7. Examples of intersect refinement 

4.3.3: Cover refinement: One method of determining 
whether or not a point is inside a polygon is to construct a 
line segment between the point in question and a point 
known to be outside the polygon [6]. It is easy to find a 
point outside the polygon; one could, for example, pick a 
point with an x coordinate smaller than the smallest x 
coordinate of the polygons's vertices. One then counts 
how many intersections of the line segment with the 
polygon boundary occur. If there are an odd number of 
intersections, then the point in question is inside; an even 
number indicates that it is outside (See Fig. 8.). 

When counting intersection points, one must be 
cautious when the point of intersection is also the vertex 
where two sides meet. To handle this case we must look 
at the other endpoints of the two segments which meet at 
this vertex. If these points lie on the same side of the 
constructed line, then the point in question counts as an 
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even number of intersections. If they lie on opposite sides 
of the constructured line, then the point is counted as a 
single intersection (See Fig. 9.). 

Y counts even- 

Fig. 8. Inside test Fig. 9. Count of vertex intersections 

5: Conclusions 

In this paper, we described a new spatial query 
language, called GSQL, to handle complex spatial objects 
such as points, lines, rectangles, or polygons. 
Furthermore, we proposed a query processing technique 
based on spatial access methods. The proposed query 
processing technique considers variant spatial operators 
such as nearest, cover, and distance and handles complex 
objects including lines or polygons. 

In addition, our query processing technique proceeds 
in a two-phase manner, filter phase and refinement phase. 
The filter phase is based on spatial access methods 
managing minimum bounding rectangle (MBR) objects. 
However, since MBR objects do not provide exact object 
representation, the filter phase does not exactly evaluate 
the query and yields a set of candidate objects which may 
fulfill the query condition. Thercfore, the candidate 
objects have to be examined in the refinement phase. This 
phase precisely detects objects finally fulfdling the query 
condition. 

In the first phase of our two-phase query processing 
technique, we used a MBR to approximate complex 
spatial objects. However, as a general property of 
polygons, holes have to be taken into account for a 
general handling of objects occurring in geographic 
information systems, e.g. to model an area of land 
containing lakes. In order to support irregularly shaped 
vpatial objects such as holes, contour lines, and limits of 
lots, designing a decomposition technique of complex 
spatial objects into more simple spatid componeiits like 
convex polygons, triangles, or trapezoids is an important 
and interesting problem. 
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